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Mark Scheme
 

Q1.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) BaSO4 SO4Ba

ignore charges unless incorrect
(1)

(a)(ii) charged particle charged atom /
{particle/atom(s)} that has
gained or lost electrons ignore
any stated charges

(1)

(b) An explanation linking two of the
following points:

barium sulfate does not
dissolve (in water) (1)

is not absorbed into blood
/ body (1)

passes through body
(unchanged) (1)

 

ignore barium sulfate is insoluble
in water
{mix with / enter} blood allow
'barium sulfate does not dissolve
into the bloodstream' for 2 marks

allow 'it is insoluble so it is
nontoxic' for one mark

(2)

 

 Indicative Content Mark
QWC *(c) A description including some of the following points

reactants

dissolve reactants (in water)
mix reactants / solutions
use of appropriate apparatus
stir

separate product

filter
use of filter funnel and paper

making pure dry salt

solid on filter paper
wash with water
dry in oven / leave to dry / in a warm place

 

(6)

Level 0 No rewardable content
1 1 - 2 a limited description e.g. mix the two reactants in a beaker OR wash

solid and leave to dry.
the answer communicates ideas using simple language and uses
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limited scientific terminology
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with limited accuracy

2 3 - 4 a simple description e.g. mix solutions of the reactants in a beaker
and then filter.
the answer communicates ideas showing some evidence of clarity
and organisation and uses scientific terminology appropriately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with some accuracy

3 5 - 6 a detailed description e.g. mix solutions of the reactants in a beaker
then filter, wash solid and leave to dry.
the answer communicates ideas clearly and coherently uses a range
of scientific terminology accurately
spelling, punctuation and grammar are used with few errors

 

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(d) Ba + Cl2 (→) (1) → BaCl2 (1)

reactants = 1
product = 1

max 1 for any incorrectly
balanced equation

(2)
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Q11.          

 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(i) BaSO4 SO4Ba

ignore charges unless incorrect
(1)

(ii) charged particle charged atom / {particle/atom(s)}
that has gained or lost electrons
ignore any stated charges

(1)

 

 

Q12.           
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